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By Robert W Cabell

Warrington Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 390 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in.
x 5.5in. x 0.9in.Enter into the salaciously sexy world of Environmental Espionage thru over 360
original illustrations, and meet Jayms Blonde. Hes gorgeous, hes gay, he makes the bad guys pay! A
hairdresser by trade and a secret agent by choice, this former U. S. Navy Seal can handle an Uzi like
a teasing comb. Aided by his faithful pedicurist, Precious Needmore, they lead an elite band of Pink
Berets to save the planet from bad hair and bad air. Armed with bulletproof mousse, an Uzi blowdryer, hair curler hand grenades, explosive peel-and-stick plastique nails, and laser teasing combs,
they rescue the dude-in-distress and make saving the world look fabulous! Its not a graphic novel,
its a novel jam packed with graphics. . . . . BOOK BEAT: The Hair-Raising Adventures of Jayms
Blonde is hilarious, sexy, and definitely a joy to read. . . . KIRKUS DISCOVERIES: Cabell makes the
over-the-top zaniness and mock action-hero antics fun, and everything congeals into a wildly
enjoyable ride for readers. . . . CONETICUTT POST: The combination of wild, globetrotting adventure
and stylish graphic novel illustrations every few pages gives the...
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Reviews
It is an awesome pdf i have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at whenever you want of
your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Hor a ce Schr oeder
It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Ar t Gisla son
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